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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY: ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE NATIONAL STUDY

The No Child Left Behind Act (P.L. 107-110) called for the U.S. Department of Education to carry out a national study of the effectiveness of educational technology. With computers becoming ubiquitous in American schools, and purchases of hardware and software now substantial expenses for school districts, whether funding is supporting effective uses of technology and whether spending can be more effective have become concerns. The legislation’s mandate called for the study to use rigorous methods to provide evidence of effectiveness.

In October 2002, the U.S. Department of Education began working with Mathematica Policy Research, Inc. and its partners, the American Institutes for Research and the Education Development Center, to identify issues confronting a national study of technology effectiveness and to develop designs for the study. A key part of the design effort was to engage a panel of outside experts on educational technology, educational policy, and research methodology, to help identify important questions to be addressed in the study and to suggest possible approaches for answering them.

The design team worked with the advisory panel and with ED staff to arrive at nine recommendations for how the national study could focus its attention (see box, next page). The panel played an important role in suggesting issues and approaches, and in discussing the strengths and weaknesses of various approaches, but did not formally make recommendations. The key broad question to be addressed by the evaluation is “Is educational technology effective in improving student academic achievement?” The design team recognized that, stated in this way, no single study could answer the question. In effect, many questions are implied, related to alternative definitions of education technology, effectiveness, and improving student achievement. The team needed to define what is meant by “educational technology,” “effective,” and so on.

The design team’s recommendations refine the study, so it can have the potential to contribute substantially to what is known about the effectiveness of educational technology. The recommendations focus attention on technology applications that support instruction in reading or math in low-income schools serving the K-12 grade levels. The study would use experimental designs (with random assignment of students, classrooms, or schools, depending on the type of technology application) to ensure that measured effects can be attributed to the technology applications. The key outcome would be scores from a commonly used standardized test, supported by other academic outcomes collected from extant data. The report provides rationales for the recommendations and discusses
Design Team Recommendations for a National Study of the Effectiveness of Educational Technology

Question: What is “educational technology?”

Recommendation 1: Examine technology applications designed to support teaching and learning.

Recommendation 2: Use a public submission process to identify technology applications to study.

Question: What is “effective?”

Recommendation 3: Use experimental designs to measure effects.

Recommendation 4: Study the effects of technology applications for schools or teachers that do not currently use the applications but are interested in using them.

Recommendation 5: Design the study to detect “moderate” to “large” effects of technology applications.

Question: What kinds of students?

Recommendation 6: Study the effects of technology applications for students in the primary and secondary grade levels (K-12).

Recommendation 7: Study the effects of technology applications for schools that receive Title I funds.

Question: What is “academic achievement?”

Recommendation 8: Study the effects of technology applications on student academic achievement as measured by commonly used standardized tests, and collect data on other academic indicators to provide a fuller picture.

Recommendation 9: Study the effects of technology applications that support instruction in reading and math.
conceptual frameworks and statistical issues related to measuring effects and determining sample sizes.

The legislative mandate for the study calls for going beyond the question of effectiveness and asking about the conditions and practices related to effectiveness. The design team and the advisory panel discussed conditions and practices that could be related to effectiveness. There was broad agreement that teacher training is potentially important, as prior research had noted its relationship to the effectiveness of technology applications. Other factors that could be studied included characteristics of students, their parents, their teachers, their classroom, their school, their district, and their neighborhood. The design team recommends using statistical modeling techniques to estimate a set of relationships between various conditions and practices, and the effectiveness of technology applications.

The design team also considered how to select technology applications for the national study and how to recruit school districts and schools to be part of the study. The team recommended a public submission process: developers of technology applications would provide information for a review panel to consider in identifying promising applications for the study. The information would include general characteristics of the application and its users, as well as prior evidence of its effectiveness. The design team considered it important that a wide range of technology applications was considered for the national study, which would be facilitated by a public process.

Recruiting school districts and schools will be an important challenge for the national study. The team recommended that the study seek out school districts and schools that are interested in using the selected technology applications but do not already do so. Selecting schools that want to use the applications would be one aspect of ensuring that the study examined strong implementations of the technology applications included in the study. Other aspects contributing to strong implementations would be to ensure that schools devote adequate resources to train teachers on how to use the applications appropriately and to provide ongoing support to teachers throughout the school year to respond to questions or problems. Issues of how best to support implementation need to be considered further as the national study unfolds.
CHAPTER I

STUDYING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Today nearly every school and a rapidly growing number of classrooms have computers and internet connections, and student-to-computer ratios are reaching levels that permit sustained instructional use of computers. Some research has identified a correlation between teachers' technology skills, their use of technology in classroom instruction, and higher academic achievement; but most researchers agree that a small minority of teachers use computers as part of their instruction in academic subjects with sufficient frequency or skill to improve student achievement.

Like other areas of education, more rigorous research using scientific methods is needed to determine the effectiveness of these tools in improving instruction and student achievement. After years of significant investments made in educational technology, policymakers and budget decision makers are demanding evidence that the investments are improving instruction and student achievement. The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), signed January 8, 2002, called for the U.S. Department of Education (ED) to carry out a national study of technology effectiveness and provided questions to be addressed by the study (see box, next page).

In October 2002, ED began working with Mathematica Policy Research, Inc., and its partners, the American Institutes for Research and the Education Development Center, to identify issues of interest for a national study of technology effectiveness and to develop designs for the study. A major part of the design effort was to engage a panel of outside experts on educational technology, educational policy, and research methodology to help identify important questions to be addressed in the study and to suggest possible approaches for answering them. The design team worked with the advisory panel and with ED staff to develop recommendations for how the national study could focus its attention.
From *No Child Left Behind (P.L. 107-110)*

**SEC. 2421. NATIONAL ACTIVITIES.**

(a) STUDY—Using funds made available under section 2404(b)(2), the Secretary —

1. shall conduct an independent, long-term study, utilizing scientifically based research methods and control groups or control conditions —

   (A) on the conditions and practices under which educational technology is effective in increasing student academic achievement; and

   (B) on the conditions and practices that increase the ability of teachers to integrate technology effectively into curricula and instruction, that enhance the learning environment and opportunities, and that increase student academic achievement, including technology literacy;

2. shall establish an independent review panel to advise the Secretary on methodological and other issues that arise in conducting the long-term study;

3. shall consult with other interested Federal departments or agencies, State and local educational practitioners and policymakers (including teachers, principals, and superintendents), and experts in technology, regarding the study; and

4. shall submit to Congress interim reports, when appropriate, and a final report, to be submitted no later than April 1, 2006, on the findings of the study.

Between November 2002 and February 2003, the advisory panel met three times at the Institute for Education Sciences offices in Washington, DC.¹

The central framing question embodied in the legislation is: Is educational technology effective in improving student academic achievement? The legislation notes that the study should examine the “conditions and practices” under which technology is effective, but the question of whether technology is effective logically comes before questions of the conditions and practices under which it is effective. Consideration of the approaches for answering the question required the team and the advisory panel to narrow each aspect of the question: the meaning of “educational technology,” the meaning of “effective,” the types

¹Appendix A lists the names of panel members. Transcripts of the meetings are available on request.
of “students” for whom effectiveness would be best studied, and the outcomes implied by “academic achievement.” Narrowing the study is necessary because no one study—no matter its scale—can answer the central framing question in all its possible dimensions. Narrowing the study also is a useful step for considering approaches for studying conditions and practices and for considering operational aspects about how a study could be carried out in the complex settings of school districts and schools.

### A. What Is “Educational Technology”?

Schools have long used tools as part of instruction and learning. For example, modern classrooms often contain textbooks, televisions and videocassette players, and computers, and many secondary schools have classrooms that contain equipment used in commercial and manufacturing settings. All of these tools could be considered broadly as forms of “educational technology.”

For the purposes of the study, however, the definition of technology is usefully narrowed to computers and, in particular, to technology applications that are intended to support teaching and learning. Under this definition, the study would focus on technology applications regardless of whether the applications are accessed through various hardware devices such as desktop computers, monitors connected to a server, hand-held devices, or smart keyboards. A focus on technology applications offers two advantages. First, application expenditures are a significant component of overall spending on educational technology, and a study focusing on applications would provide evidence related to the large share of spending on applications. Second, given the rapid improvements in hardware, a study of effects based on hardware could become obsolete in a few years. A study based on technology applications, however, would yield information with more lasting usefulness.

To identify technology applications for the study, the design team recommends the use of a public submission process, in which technology application developers provide information about the particular application, including any prior evidence of its effectiveness. A panel of qualified reviewers then would assess the submissions and make recommendations about technology applications for inclusion in the national study. A public submissions process would help ensure that the study has access to information about a wide range of technology applications and that application developers and interested members of the public

---

2School districts also use computer “technology” for management and administrative functions such as recordkeeping and accounting. The design team considered such uses of technology to be outside the purview of the study.
understand the criteria for selection. The public aspect of the process also ensures that the process of being considered for the national study is open to any developer.

B. What Is “Effective”?

The mandate of the national study calls for the use of scientifically based methods and a “control group or control condition” to study technology’s effectiveness. The use of these terms is consistent with the application of experimental designs to study whether technology applications are effective, with random assignment used to create a “treatment” group that has access to the technology application and a “control” group that does not have such access. When experimental designs are used, differences in outcomes between the two groups can be interpreted as causally related to the technology application. Designs with this causal property sometimes are said to have strong “internal validity,” meaning that the differences in outcomes are caused only by the program or intervention under study and not by other factors.

An issue considered by the design team and the advisory panel was the settings in which experimental designs should be used. At one end of the spectrum, technology applications could be studied, for example, in a tightly controlled laboratory setting, in which students are exposed to the application and their outcomes measured. However, the design team recognized that evidence about effectiveness in such a setting might bear little relationship to the actual uses of the technology application in districts and schools. At the other end of the spectrum, technology applications could be studied in loosely controlled school settings, in which the applications already were being used (though possibly not according to designer intentions). In that circumstance, the design team recognized that the study would need to create a control group that would be denied access to a technology application that was already being used, creating a situation that many schools would find unacceptable.

The spectrum relates to the extent to which the national study should focus on either the efficacy of technology applications or the effectiveness of the applications. Studying the applications in laboratory-like settings is asking whether technology applications can improve student outcomes (efficacy). Studying the technology applications as they actually are used is asking whether they do improve student outcomes (effectiveness). The distinction is common in medical research, in which the early stages of studying a new medical treatment or intervention involve a determination of whether the treatment can have effects, and later, after efficacy is established, whether it can be effective under conditions that correspond to actual practice. However, actual practice for technology applications could include studying situations in which teachers did not use the application in instructionally useful ways. Anecdotes about computers sitting in closets or never being turned on suggest that technology can be purchased but not necessarily used well.
After consideration, the team recommends an intermediate strategy: the study should focus on the effects of technology applications for schools or teachers that do not currently use the applications but are interested in doing so. The crucial issue is that the schools and teachers should be interested in using the technology application. The team concluded that it would make sense to ask schools and teachers to test a technology application that may be superior to what they currently use but about which more evidence is needed.

The strategy combines elements of efficacy and effectiveness. It includes elements of efficacy by including schools and teachers interested in using the technology application. It includes elements of effectiveness in that it would study technology applications in the real settings of districts and schools rather than in laboratory settings.

Another aspect of efficacy the national study will need to consider is that schools and teachers should use the technology applications of interest in a manner that is consistent with the designers’ intention. Of course, deviations from designer intention arise naturally in the implementation of programs or approaches in the complex settings of real schools. However, the design team believes that the national study should work to provide schools and teachers with adequate resources and support, to ensure that technology applications are implemented in a manner their designers would regard as constituting a fair test of the application in use. Chapter II considers how to assess whether technology is adequately implemented.

It is important to recognize one shortcoming of the strategy of recruiting schools and districts that are interested in using a technology application, as compared with sampling a representative set of schools and districts. Sampling a range of schools and districts has certain desirable properties because a study’s findings based on a sample of schools would be straightforward to generalize or, in the language used by research methodologists, it would exhibit greater “external validity.” For the national study, however, the likelihood of achieving external validity is questionable. The need to use experimental design techniques means that the national study would be negotiating with schools and districts to implement random assignment techniques to measure the effects of technology applications. External validity would be compromised if any schools and districts declined to participate in the study, which is a near certainty.

Designing an experimental study also requires some consideration of the magnitude of effectiveness that the study would be able to detect. Studies that include only a few students or classrooms are suitable only if there are prior reasons to believe that technology applications will lead to very large effects. Larger studies with more students or classrooms are necessary if technology applications are thought to have smaller effects. Considering recent evidence of the effectiveness of various technology applications, the advisory panel and the design team believe that the study should be designed to detect effects that are considered “moderate” to “large” by research methodologists, meaning that the effects are on the order of

**Recommendation 4:**
Study the effects of technology applications for schools or teachers who do not currently use the applications but are interested in doing so.

**Recommendation 5:**
Design the study to detect “moderate” to “large” effects of technology applications.
one-quarter to one-third as large or larger relative to the standard deviation of the outcome under study. Chapter II considers in greater detail issues of the target effect size.

The design team and advisory panel recognized that the national study could serve as a template for future studies of educational technology. In particular, the national study’s reliance on experimental design techniques, it is hoped, will lead other studies to use experimental techniques, which would contribute to a more substantial base of evidence about effective educational practices.

**C. What Types of Students Should Be Studied?**

Given that a broad range of students use technology applications, it is useful to narrow the range of student users and thus focus the study. Today, students may be exposed to technology applications in preschools, may use assistive technologies to overcome disabilities, and may use distance education technologies to gain access to educational opportunities not provided by their local schools.

The legislated mandate for the study suggests a focus on elementary and secondary students and low-income schools. The study’s mandate is in NCLB, and the major use of federal funds for educational technology is to support K–12 education in low-income schools. The design team recommends that the study focus on the effectiveness of technology applications for students in low-income primary and secondary schools. A school’s receipt of Title I funds could be used as an indicator that the institution is a low-income school. The latter recommendation could be modified to include schools with higher income levels if a determination were made that what would be learned in these schools also would apply to Title I schools. The objective is that the findings of the study should benefit students who are at risk of falling behind academically. The design team recommends that the study not include assistive technologies designed to support students with particular education needs, nor include technology applications designed to support instruction in English as a Second Language. Both types of technologies would require consideration of many other issues and may merit their own studies.

**D. What Academic Achievement Outcomes Should Be Studied?**

Student academic outcomes could include a range of indicators. One might use course grades, standardized test scores, proficiency test scores, or outcomes associated with academic achievement, such as attendance or placement in remedial education. Academic
achievement also could be defined by subject area, such as reading, mathematics, science, social studies, or foreign languages, all of which may use technology applications.

For federal policy, the use of standardized test scores is appealing because of the scores’ consistency and ease of interpretation. The disadvantages of standardized scores include the tests’ infrequent administration (no more than annually), the possible insensitivity of the tests to skills learned through the use of technology applications, and the need to administer the same tests across districts that normally use different tests. Notwithstanding these disadvantages, the design team recommends that the study consider effectiveness in terms of increases in standardized test scores. The team also recommends that data on other academic indicators be collected to provide a fuller picture of achievement. These other data often are found in school records and could be obtained at a reasonable cost.

The study could focus on the full range of subject areas. However, recent federal efforts in NCLB have focused on ways to improve mathematics and reading instruction (which will be English in secondary schools and may include instruction in language arts in elementary schools). The design team recommends that the national study focus on mathematics and reading and, if resources permit, consider including other subject areas, especially if the other areas include reading and mathematics. For example, physics instruction may include components of mathematics instruction, and social science instruction may include components of English instruction. However, studying more than the two subjects—reading and math—may put pressure on the study’s sample size requirements. The design team believes that the study’s higher priority should be to examine the effectiveness of technology in the areas of reading and math, rather than its effectiveness for a larger number of subjects.

E. What Are the Conditions and Practices that Influence Effectiveness?

The legislation’s mandate goes beyond asking the key framing question—Is educational technology effective in improving student academic achievement?—and inquires about the conditions and practices related to effectiveness. The design team and advisory panel discussed a number of conditions and practices that could be related to effectiveness.

Two questions emerged as particularly important for the national study. The first is the relationship between teacher training and the effectiveness of technology applications. Developers of technology applications and researchers studying their effects often indicate that teachers need to receive adequate training to use the applications appropriately. However, some schools or districts may provide training above the specified or minimum amount. The national study could intentionally vary the extent of training and thus examine whether technology applications are more effective if more training is provided. If training is not varied intentionally, the national study will need to consider the extent to which training varied across schools and teachers and consider how its variation may be related to
effectiveness—for instance, by using the statistical modeling techniques described in Chapter II.

In addition to training, the effectiveness of technology applications is likely to depend on other factors that shape the learning context. These factors include characteristics of students, their parents, teachers, classrooms, schools, districts, and neighborhoods. Unlike teacher training, these factors are not amenable to intentional variation. Chapter II considers approaches for assessing the relationship between effectiveness and these conditions and practices, and their interaction with the use of technology applications.

The rest of this report describes approaches for designing and conducting the national study. Chapter II considers how to conceptualize the logical pathways through which a technology application may have effects. It also discusses issues involving statistical power and the number of schools and districts that may be needed for the national study to ensure that the effects of technology applications are detected by conventional methods for estimating effects. Chapter III considers how technology applications could be selected for the national study and looks at approaches for identifying schools and districts for the study. These operational considerations are an important complement to the conceptual issues identified in Chapter II.
CHAPTER II

CONCEPTUAL AND STATISTICAL ISSUES

The mandate of the national study provides general questions and emphasizes one measurement approach over others. Nonetheless, many issues still need to be considered to refine the study further and move it closer to a concrete design.

This chapter sets out a conceptual framework that can guide thinking about the links between technology and learning. The chapter then explores issues related to both structuring experimental designs to measure the effects of technology on learning and the statistical power of various approaches. It concludes with a discussion of approaches for studying the relationships between various conditions and practices and the effectiveness of technology applications.3

The discussion presented below suggests that the available resources for studying technology applications that support reading instruction in the elementary grades and math instruction in the middle or high school grades are adequate.4 At this time, the design team considers classroom-level random assignment within schools to be a desirable approach for studying many technology applications. There would be a need to randomly assign whole schools to study technology applications that can be implemented only for entire schools or for entire grade levels within schools; however, the large number of schools necessary to achieve adequate statistical power would put pressure on resources. Randomly assigning individual students would yield more statistical power and put less pressure on resources, but may be difficult for schools to accommodate. The ultimate choice of approach requires more information about the technology applications being considered and the districts and schools wanting to implement the applications.

---

3The feasibility of various approaches noted in the chapter have not been assessed by talking directly with schools and teachers; indeed, doing so would not be possible without knowing which particular technology applications were being studied.

4The legislation set aside up to $15 million for the study.
A. Conceptual Framework Linking Technology and Achievement

A useful starting point in considering possible approaches for studying the effectiveness of educational technology is to conceptualize the links that connect technology and achievement. Figure II.1 shows a conceptual framework for a technology application that a teacher might use to support instruction in reading or math. In the framework, a student is assumed to have individual, family, and neighborhood characteristics, and the school is assumed to have particular learning objectives, an assessment context (for example, students may take a state or local assessment test), and nontechnology resources.

Figure II.1
Conceptual Framework Linking Technology Application and Learning

Within the school, the student has a teacher with particular experiences and training, including those related to using technology. The school and teacher context and the other factors contribute to a teacher’s choice of a pedagogic approach that uses technology or not. In turn, the pedagogic approach contributes to learning outcomes, which contribute to measured achievement. Feedback loops in the framework indicate that the school and the teacher may modify their approaches over time based on outcomes and test scores. Links also are shown between achievement and student, family, and school characteristics, which exert their own influence on learning.

Chapter II: Conceptual and Statistical Issues
Three aspects of the framework, highlighted with circles, are particularly important for understanding how technology affects student achievement. Probably the most complex set of factors in the framework is the school and teacher nexus (circle A). The many forces that influence a school’s teaching and instructional character need to be understood, so that the effectiveness of technology can be separated from the effects of other factors. Another set of factors operates within the classroom (circle B). Teachers’ actual use of technology and the factors contributing to their decisions affect the context and the technology’s effectiveness.

Finally, learning outcomes can differ from what is being measured by standardized tests or state assessments, and this may lead to different views regarding the effectiveness of a technology application (circle C). For example, teachers may see high scores on in-class tests and credit the intervention, while a standardized test measuring different competencies may not reveal gains.

Different technology applications may call for modified or more detailed conceptual frameworks. For example, the pathways by which a computer-based application supports students learning to decode words may differ from the pathways by which an Internet-based application connecting students in different countries supports their learning to write. Technology applications that diagnose or assess student skills—and that thereby enable teachers to aim instruction and activities at particular skills—may have different pathways than applications focusing on student instruction. The national study can develop more specific conceptual frameworks when the specific technology applications are known.

B. Random Assignment and Sample Size Considerations

Experimental methods were mandated in NCLB, and have been supported by IES and the advisory panel to estimate the effects of technology applications. Generally, an experimental design creates a treatment group (the group of students who are able to use a technology application) and a control group (the group of students who are not able to use that technology application) by using a randomizing device equivalent to a coin toss. The use of the randomizing device ensures that the two groups differ only in that one group can use the technology application. Any differences in outcomes between the two groups can then be attributed to the technology application. The ability to make causal statements (“the outcome difference is caused by the technology application”) is a powerful argument for using random assignment. Other approaches for creating comparison groups of students would necessarily mingle differences between groups and the effects of the technology applications, and make it difficult to attribute any measured outcome differences to the technology application.

---

5The two groups can differ due to chance variation, especially when the groups are small. However, random assignment assures that differences between groups diminish as sample sizes grow. Another desirable property of random assignment is that well-known statistical formulas can be used to test whether observed differences between the two groups could have arisen due to chance.
Random assignment is a flexible tool. In principle, the treatment and control groups could consist of schools, classrooms, or students. The choice of unit always involves tradeoffs. For example, randomly assigning 600 students who attend two schools into a treatment group and a control group is quite different from randomly assigning two schools that serve 300 students each into a treatment group and a control group (containing one school each). Using schools as a unit might be more convenient, but the schools might have different types of students and the differences could affect student outcomes. Therefore, the estimated effect of the technology would depend on which school was assigned to the treatment group. Changes in the estimated effect related to which students are assigned to the treatment or control groups are likely to be far smaller in size.

The following sections describe the strengths and weaknesses of various options for random assignment. The appropriate choice would depend on the implementation of the technology application and schools’ ability to support random assignment of students to classrooms.

**Approach A: Randomly assign students to use the technology application**

Identified students (for example, students attending a school that agreed to participate in the national study), possibly at a single grade level, could be assigned randomly to either use or not use the technology application. This approach is statistically powerful, but may be infeasible in most schools. Treatment and control group students would be together in classrooms, and mixing creates at least a theoretical possibility that the treatment group could affect the control group. Treatment group students would be able to use the technology application only if the class split apart during a period. For example, treatment group students might go to a computer lab, while control group students remained in the classroom. Many schools may not be able to accommodate the scheduling demands created by this approach to random assignment.

**Approach B: Randomly assign classrooms to use the technology application**

The grouping of students within classrooms points toward a natural approach for random assignment: whole classrooms could be assigned to the treatment or control group. For example, a school with four first-grade classrooms (four teachers) could have two classrooms assigned to use the technology applications and two assigned not to use it. If the number of classrooms was not even, unbalanced assignment (such as two classrooms to the treatment group and one to the control group) could be accommodated. Assigning classrooms randomly would be best suited to situations in which teachers volunteer to use the technology. Otherwise, simply assigning all classrooms at a grade level could result in teachers who do not want to use the technology being assigned to use it, which could lead to weak implementations.

Approach B has two interesting variants. The first randomly assigns students to classrooms, and randomly assigns teachers to use the technology application or not. This approach is essentially equivalent to approach A. In fact, it would be better, because treatment and control group students would not be mixed together. The purpose of
randomly assigning teachers to use the technology application would be to break the relationship between teacher choices and the effects of applications. For example, younger teachers, who are probably more comfortable with using technology, would be more likely to choose to use it, and the effect of the technology would then be mingled both with the greater facility and the lower experience level of the younger teachers.

The second variant discussed with the advisory panel would assign some classrooms to a technology application—for example, to improve math skills—and assign other classrooms to another technology application with a distinct objective—for example, to improve computer keyboarding skills. This approach may be attractive to schools, because all students would receive some form of treatment and no student would be denied access to a technology application. However, the approach needs careful consideration, because, in principle, effects are measured correctly only if the less-intensive treatment has no relationship with the main outcome of the more-intensive treatment (for example, better keyboarding skills would be assumed to have no effect on math ability).

**Approach C: Randomly assign teachers to use a technology application for one of their class sections**

The study also could assign teachers to use a technology application for some of their class sections. The approach requires that teachers have at least two sections of the same subject, a requirement that may limit the feasibility of the approach. For example, a teacher who taught geometry to two sections could be assigned randomly to use a technology application in one of the two sections. This “within-teacher” design would be further enhanced if students were assigned randomly to the class sections. (The complexity of class scheduling would be an issue.) Also, the within-teacher design would need to consider possible spillover between a teacher’s technology application and non-technology-application periods. For example, if teachers adopted more effective instructional approaches in their non-technology-application class section because of what they learned using the technology application, the design would underestimate the effect of the technology application.

**Approach D: Randomly assign schools to use the technology application**

From the group of schools interested in using a technology application, some would be assigned to use the application, and others would not. The approach is more powerful if all or most teachers within the school use the technology application (for example, all first-grade teachers use the application to support reading instruction). Otherwise, as noted above, the effects of the technology application can be confounded with the characteristics of the teachers who choose to use it. This approach is more powerful when all the schools have similar characteristics.

**C. Statistical Power Analysis**

Statistical formulas can be used to compare the ability of studies using different approaches to random assignment to detect an effect of a particular size. Considering issues
of statistical power helps in understanding the desirability of various study structures and the concomitant demands on resources. Two parameters are needed to conduct a power analysis: the size of the effect that the study wants to be able to detect, and the degree to which students are clustered in classrooms and schools.

An effect size of 0.35 emerged from advisory panel discussions as a reasonable target, for two reasons. First, a review of small-scale studies had suggested that individual technology applications can have effects of that amount or more (Murphy et al. 2002). Second, a smaller effect size would do little to close achievement gaps between various segments of the student population, a key objective of the NCLB legislation. However, it may be reasonable to consider a more conservative strategy. The research literature is oriented more toward small-scale studies, and literature reviews generally present findings only from published or released studies. This may lead to an overstatement of effectiveness, under the assumption that studies are more likely to be published or released if their findings are larger and favor effectiveness. Also, large-scale studies such as the Tennessee STAR experiment, which measured the effects of reducing class size, have been considered successful with a 0.20 effect size. For these reasons, the calculations presented below use a lower bound of 0.25 and an upper bound of 0.35 for a target effect size.

The second parameter is the degree to which students are “clustered” in classrooms and schools. Generally, students in the same school or classroom are clustered in the sense that their outcomes are related. As will be shown below, the sample size needed to detect a target effect size increases as clustering increases. As described in Appendix B, the design team used data from a longitudinal study to estimate classroom-level clustering and school-level clustering for reading and math, both in levels and in growth over time. These estimates are based on an analysis of reading and math test scores received by third, fourth, and fifth graders attending schools similar to the kinds of schools recommended for the national study.

Figures II.2, II.3, and II.4 present the relationship between minimum detectable effect size and the number of schools, classrooms, and students. They show that having more clusters in the sample generally improves power.

---

6By definition, effect sizes are a percentage of a standard deviation. The use in the text of an effect size of 0.35 means the effect is 35 percent as large as the standard deviation of the outcome being considered.

7Raudenbush (1997) showed that the sample size needed to detect a particular effect size and the study costs implied by that sample size are smaller if within- and between-cluster variance can be reduced using a baseline covariate. In a related study, Bloom et al. (1999) showed that these components of variance are reduced substantially, if test scores are the outcomes being analyzed and a baseline test score is available. The calculations in the text assume that a baseline test score will be available and that the baseline score reduces between- and within-cluster variance by 20 percent. The reduction is less than what Bloom et al. (1999) found, so the sample sizes noted in the text are conservative estimates.

8The calculations use a fixed classroom size of 20 students. The calculations could be refined further by allowing the number of sample students per classroom to vary. This would acknowledge that sampling fewer students per classroom can free up resources to sample more classrooms. Trading off fewer students for more classrooms can reduce sampling variance under specific assumptions about student-level and classroom level
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• **Student random assignment**

Achieving the target effect size of 0.35 would require 10 classrooms with 20 students in each—a total sample size of 200 (see Figure II.2). Achieving the effect size of 0.25 would require 20 classrooms with 20 students in each—a total sample size of 400.

• **Classroom random assignment**

Achieving the target effect size of 0.35 for an application focused on reading would require 30 classrooms with 20 students in each—a total sample size of 600 students (see Figure II.3). Achieving the target effect size for an application focused on math would require 40 classrooms with 20 students in each—a total sample size of 800 students. Sample sizes are larger for math, because classroom clustering is greater for math, as shown in Appendix B. For a target effect size of 0.25, the analogous sample sizes are 58 classrooms for a reading application and 76 classrooms for a math application.

• **School random assignment**

Achieving the target effect size of 0.35 would require 29 schools with 40 students in each—a total sample size of 1,160 (see Figure II.4). Achieving the target effect size of 0.25 would require 57 schools with 40 students in each, a total sample size of 2,280.
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**Figure II.2**

Classrooms Needed to Achieve Minimum Detectable Effect Sizes
(Student Random Assignment to Classrooms)

(continued)
Figure II.3
Classrooms Needed to Achieve Minimum Detectable Effect Sizes
(Classroom Random Assignment)

Figure II.4
Schools Needed to Achieve Minimum Detectable Effect Sizes
(School Random Assignment)
The detectable effect estimates provide guidelines for assessing the approximate number of schools that the study would need. If an elementary school, for example, has four classrooms at a grade level, all four participate in the study of a reading application, and classrooms are randomly assigned, 10 to 15 such schools would be needed for the study (depending on whether the target effect size is 0.35 or 0.25). Even medium-size urban school districts have 10 to 15 elementary schools, so a single school district could be the host of a study of one technology application and provide a suitable level of statistical power. For reasons noted below, however, spreading the schools across different districts would enable the study to provide more information about the factors influencing effects. School random assignment would require more schools. Achieving the target effect size requires 30 to 60 schools, roughly.

Assessing the overall size of the study would require applying estimates of student, classroom, and school data collection costs to the sample sizes. However, if the study were to focus on two areas of applications, such as applications for elementary reading and middle school math, and if classroom random assignment were used, 20 to 30 schools would be needed for the study. This could require as many as 30 school districts, if each district had only one school participating in the study; but it would be reasonable to assume that a smaller number of districts, between 5 and 15, would need to participate to reach the target number of schools. If student random assignment were possible, fewer schools would be required, and if any school random assignment were required, more schools would be needed.

D. Estimating Impacts

Experimental designs yield a simple and elegant estimator of the effects of an intervention: the difference between the average outcomes of treatment and control groups at followup. The simple estimator can be enhanced by placing it within a regression model that can yield increases in statistical power by using available information about the sample members.

The effects of technology applications may be understood better by estimating effects for various groups of students of special interest. The groups could include common, demographically defined groups such as those defined by age, sex, and race, as well as students whose characteristics may provide information about how better to target technology use—for example, students with low and high achievement at baseline, students with or without access to computers in their homes, and students from lower- and higher-income households. Generally, technology effects can be estimated for subgroups of students by segmenting the sample according to the variable that defines the subgroups and estimating an effect for students within the subgroups. Statistical tests then can be conducted to assess whether differences in the estimated effects for the subgroups may be due to chance variation or whether they reflect actual differences in effects.

An important goal of the study is to understand the relationship between technology’s effectiveness and the conditions and practices that shape the learning context. Figure II.5 modifies the conceptual framework in Figure II.1 to illustrate how conditions and practices can be viewed as contributing to the effects of technology. In the modified framework,
students and teachers are randomly assigned to either an instructional approach that uses a technology application (shown with the solid line in the “teacher instructional approach” box) or one that does not (shown with a dashed line). The two instructional approaches would generate two learning outcome levels, such as an average test score when a technology application was used and not used. If the experimental design is set up appropriately, the only difference between the two groups will be technology use, enabling the difference in outcomes to be interpreted as being caused by the difference in technology use.

The conceptual framework illustrates how conditions and practices may influence the technology effect. For example, local and school contextual factors may be related to outcome levels and, thereby, to the measured effect. Similarly, differences in teacher background, experience, and training may be related to outcome levels and, thereby, to the measured effect. To gain a better understanding of the relationships between effects and contextual factors, the study would need to be implemented in a variety of different contexts, so as to create the potential of observing how effects vary as the contexts (“conditions and practices”) vary.

The national study provides an opportunity to consider experimental evidence about the effectiveness of a particular condition or practice of interest. For example, the national study could consider assigning teachers randomly to receive a standard amount of training (for example, the amount the developer of the technology application considers appropriate for its effective use) or an enhanced amount of training (which some developers may...
provide as a customized level for districts and schools that pay additional costs. By comparing the effects of technology for teachers receiving the low and high levels of training, the study would be providing evidence of the value of additional training.\(^9\)

Whether the study could provide experimental evidence of the effects of conditions and practices is partly an issue of cost and partly one of feasibility. The cost issue arises because the study would need to include enough teachers at the two levels of training to have a reasonable probability of distinguishing the estimated effects for the high and low levels of training. However, using resources to study the effects of different conditions and practices would come at the expense of using the resources to study more technology applications themselves. The feasibility issue arises because using experimental designs to study two different levels of a condition or practice, such as training, would require that a large number of schools participate, or schools with a large number of classrooms at the same grade level, so that the random assignment can be carried out to the high or low level of the condition.

Another approach to understanding the importance of conditions and practices is to block the sample into observed levels of the condition or practice. For example, schools could be blocked into high-resource and low-resource schools, or high technology use and low technology use schools. Measured effects then can be compared across the various blocks to estimate the effects of the blocking variable. The blocking approach does not yield an experimental estimator (schools are not assigned randomly to the blocks), but it does generate useful information that can lead to further investigation and analysis.

A formal approach that incorporates information about blocking variables is to model the effects of technology within a hierarchical framework. This approach is referred to as “hierarchical linear modeling” (HLM). The approach examines the relationship between effects and characteristics, such as the relationship between classroom effects and the extent of professional development received by teachers of those classrooms. An advantage of the HLM approach is that it controls for other characteristics when estimating a particular relationship.

The HLM considered here can be illustrated as having two stages. In the first stage, effects will be estimated at a particular level of aggregation. For example, if classrooms within schools are randomly assigned to use the technology application, in the first stage an effect can be estimated for each school. In the second stage, the effect estimated in the first stage can be estimated as a function of school characteristics, such as its level of academic press or the level of poverty in the local area.\(^10\)

\(^9\) Even if the study could not experimentally vary training levels, it would still be desirable to ensure that all teachers in classrooms using the technology applications are appropriately trained in its use, to ensure that the study focuses on well-delivered applications.

\(^10\) A useful feature of the HLM approach in this context is that its first-stage equation would be based on an experimental design, which strengthens the second-stage equation, since it would be based on valid estimates of effects. If the first stage were not based on experimental designs, the effects being modeled in the second stage would include elements of bias created by nonexperimental designs, and the bias may then be imparted to the second-stage estimates.

---
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More formally, suppose that each school has one treatment classroom and one control classroom. A two-level model of academic achievement for student \( i \) in classroom \( j \) and school \( k \) would be:

\[ y_{ijk} = \alpha_k + \beta_k T_{ijk} + \epsilon_{ijk} \]

**Level 1**

\[ \beta_k = \gamma + \delta (R_{T_k} - R_{C_k}) + \mu_k \]

where,

- \( i = 1,2,\ldots,I \)
- \( j = T(\text{treatment}),C(\text{control}) \)
- \( k = 1,2,\ldots,K \)
- \( y_{ijk} = \text{post-random-assignment test score of student } i \text{ in classroom } j \text{ and school } k \)
- \( \alpha_k = \text{average test score of the control classroom in school } k \)
- \( T_{ijk} = 1 \text{ if student } i \text{ in school } k \text{ is in the treatment classroom, and zero otherwise} \)
- \( \beta_k = \text{difference in the average test score between the treatment and control classroom in school } k \text{—that is, the impact for school } k \)
- \( \gamma = \text{average of the } k \text{ school-level impacts} \)
- \( (R_{T_k} - R_{C_k}) = \text{difference in the amount of professional development received by the treatment and control teacher in school } k \)
- \( \delta = \text{effect of professional development} \)
- \( \epsilon_{ijk}, \mu_k = \text{random error assumed to be uncorrelated} \)
The element of particular interest in the Level-1 equation is $\beta_k$—the $(k \times 1)$ vector of school-level impacts.\textsuperscript{11} The element of particular interest in the Level-2 equation is the single parameter $\delta$—the relationship between school-level impacts and teacher professional development.

To increase the precision of the school-level impacts, other student characteristics would be included in the Level-1 equation, such as the baseline test scores of students. Similarly, school-level characteristics other than teacher professional development would be included in the Level-2 equation. However, in the latter case, other school-level characteristics would be included, both to increase the precision of the relationship between school-level impacts and teacher professional development, and to provide an unbiased estimate of that relationship.

Using the HLM approach will require that the study have several features. First, schools recruited for the study need to reflect combinations of the conditions and practices of interest because estimating the second-stage equation requires variability in conditions and practices (if two school characteristics always varied together, the second-stage equation could include only one of them). Second, including several schools for each combination of conditions and practices of interest would make it possible to assess the robustness of condition-and-practice results. Third, data on a variety of conditions and practices would be needed for the model to be estimated correctly, with some practices and conditions being amenable to change through policy, and some not. Leaving one variable out of the equation would lead to incorrect estimates of other variables. For example, whether a school is located in an urban area (which is not amenable to policy) may be related to effects as much or more so than the level of teacher professional development, which is amenable to policy. However, if only teacher professional development were included in the equation, the coefficient estimate for professional development would include some of the effect of being in an urban area, which would misstate the relationship between technology effects and teacher professional development.

The HLM approach makes it possible to study conditions and practices, but it is clear that the number of conditions and practices the study can focus on is limited. By conventional standards, the sample size for the second-stage equation would be small. In the example noted here, the sample size for the second-stage equation is the number of schools included in the study for that technology application, rather than the number of classrooms or students. Even combining schools for two technology applications would mean having only 30 or so schools, and a small number of variables—more than 5 or so—would reduce the degrees of freedom and statistical significance.\textsuperscript{12}

\textsuperscript{11}The model specification assumes that the Level-1 equation is estimated separately for each of the $k$ schools.

\textsuperscript{12}Note that with school random assignment, the second-stage of the HLM approach would be based on the number of districts in the sample, which may be too small to support estimation. This is another reason to prefer classroom or student random assignment.
E. Collecting Data to Estimate Effects

The study approaches described here would need to obtain data on student achievement, other characteristics of students, teachers, and schools, as well as data assessing the presence of various conditions and practices. Some of the data items can be collected through quantitative methods, survey instruments, and school records. Other data items may need to be collected through qualitative methods, such as site visits.

The issue of how to assess achievement outcomes arose frequently during advisory panel discussions. The possible shortcomings of using standardized tests to measure student achievement were noted. Tests are administered infrequently. They may not be sensitive to some skills or competencies that could be enhanced by technology. A mismatch might exist between the rate at which technology may increase scores and the timeframe for the study’s data collection, which would likely involve only two years of score data being collected. However, the panel and the design team considered the policy relevance of test scores to outweigh concerns about their use as the primary outcome for the study and recommended that other data about achievement be collected, in addition to test scores, to provide a fuller picture of achievement. Other data could include student grades, retention in grade, attendance, and placement into special education or remedial reading programs. These data are commonly available in school records and would be relatively inexpensive to obtain.

The specific standardized test the study would use to measure student achievement also is an issue. The study would likely be conducted in more than one school district, and tests administered by districts themselves are likely to differ, leading to inconsistent measures of the effects of technology applications. Using one test, however, would mean that some students would need to be tested both by their school, for district purposes, and by the national study, for its purposes. The design team recommends that the properties of various commercially available, standardized tests be explored further and, in particular, that consideration be given to standardized tests that have shorter versions, which would enable the study to measure student skills in one area, such as reading, without having to administer a half-day-long test, as is common for full versions of tests.

The advisory panel also discussed the issue of assessing fidelity of implementation. Because the study would focus on implementing particular technology applications with districts, schools, and teachers that have not yet used them, some implementations may not succeed within the study’s timeframe. The design team recommends that the national study develop metrics for assessing the fidelity of implementation, possibly based on developer guidelines and other sources, so that measures of implementation success can be applied in the effort to understand measured effects. The national study would provide useful information to the field if it found technology applications that were able to produce effects even when their implementations were difficult or appeared to fall short of developer guidelines, and technology applications that did not produce effects even when their implementations were close to ideal.

In addition, the opportunity to assess fidelity of implementation could be used to collect data on the various conditions and practices of interest. Trained field researchers could visit schools and classrooms participating in the study to observe implementation and to gather information about conditions and practices through qualitative techniques such as
interviews with teachers and administrators. The researchers could code the information into variables that support the HLM approach to measuring the relationship between the conditions and practices (indeed, fidelity of implementation can be viewed as a practice). Field researchers also could visit schools or classrooms in the control groups, thus enabling the study to better understand counterfactual conditions. A fuller protocol for field research needs to be considered, together with quantitative instruments, so that the types of information that are collected mutually support each other.
CHAPTER III

APPROACHES FOR SELECTING
TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS AND SCHOOLS

Two major challenges for the national study will be to select the technology applications that will be examined and select the schools that should be included in the study. These tasks are challenging because both the technology applications and the schools need to satisfy a number of criteria that support the recommendation to study well-implemented applications in a real-world setting. In particular, the technology applications either need to have been shown to be effective or to use promising approaches. The schools included in the study need to have teachers that are interested in using technology, since this should increase a school’s likelihood of actually using an application.

Technology applications and schools also need to satisfy other criteria that support policy goals. For example, the applications need to target reading or math skills, and the schools need to receive or be eligible to receive Title I funds. The focus on reading and math applications is consistent with one of the main educational objectives to improve these skills, and the focus on Title I schools is consistent with the goal to improve academic achievement of these students. This chapter describes two processes—one for selecting technology applications, and another for selecting schools. Several issues revolving around both processes will need to be resolved after the actual selection of technology applications and schools begins. The unresolved issues are mentioned in the chapter, along with possible solutions. Therefore, at this point, the processes should be viewed as a starting point in finding ways to select the technology applications and schools to include in the study.

A. Selecting Technology Applications

Consistent with the legislation mandating the national study, the recommended focus would be on examining the effects of technology applications that have been designed to improve student academic achievement. While this focus reduces the number of technology applications the national study needs to consider, many more still exist than can be included in the study, which means the study will need to select a subset of applications to examine. This section describes a feasible process for selecting technology applications.
1. Specific Applications or Types?

An issue the advisory panel discussed at length is whether the national study should focus on examining the effect of several specific applications, or several types of applications, where each type contains several specific applications. The design team recommends studying types of applications because that will more likely provide useful and durable information. Consider, for example, the difference between studying one application that is designed to develop a student’s skill in manipulating fractions (that is, a specific application), as opposed to several applications, each of which is designed to develop these skills (that is, several applications of the same type). The evidence produced by the former study would indicate whether the specific application is effective; it would not indicate whether applications of this type are effective. The opposite would be true of the evidence produced by the latter study. The latter type of study seems more useful because studying types would provide useful information about attributes of technology applications that may contribute to their effectiveness, which in turn contributes to more effective designs of future technology applications.

The first step in determining the types of applications that could be studied is to classify applications along the dimensions that distinguish them. These dimensions include: (1) skills that applications target, (2) instructional approach, (3) intensity of the applications, and (4) recommended amount and type of professional development.

- The skills that applications target can vary dramatically from application to application. For example, the five components of reading instruction that the National Reading Panel (2000) studied were phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. Applications designed to target the development of early reading skills may focus on one or more of these essentials. Some applications may place greater emphasis on teaching phonics, whereas others may balance the learning of phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, and vocabulary acquisition skills. Similarly, applications designed to teach elementary mathematics may focus on basic addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division skills. But the relative emphasis on any one of those skills may vary from application to application.

- Applications may differ in terms of their instructional approach. Applications may have different expectations regarding how students work; some applications are intended for individual students, while others actively encourage students to work in pairs or groups. While many applications, particularly those designed to remediate basic skills, may rely on direct instruction or drill-and-practice techniques, several other applications may encourage more self-directed and open-ended learning by students. Some applications encourage students to use multiple methods in solving problems, while also providing ongoing assessment feedback to the student in the form of suggested strategies. This approach differs from applications that use management systems to provide students with feedback in the form of differentiated problem sets.
• The **intensity of applications** varies. Some applications are designed to be supplement instruction, whereas others are designed to deliver a significant portion of the instruction students receive. Additionally, the amount of time the application suggests that students spend with it, in order to achieve the expected learning outcomes, varies. Some early literacy applications, for example, recommend that students work with the application for 15 minutes a day. Other early literacy programs may recommend intermittent use (for example, every other day for 30 minutes), or they may leave the choice up to the classroom teacher.

• The **amount and type of professional development** may vary. Some applications require little professional development, while others are explicit about the need for sustained professional development over time. The amount of additional instruction teachers receive is likely to play a significant role in shaping learning outcomes. This becomes all the more true in cases where professional development goes beyond the “how to” of using the technology and focuses on content and instructional issues.

In theory, the types of applications that could be studied would include all combinations of the dimensions above; however, some combinations may not exist among current applications. For example, some math applications may focus on developing the skills needed to manipulate fractions, whereas others may focus on developing the skills needed to solve word problems. Further, some math applications may develop skills using drill-and-practice instructional techniques, while others may use a more open-ended or self-directed technique. It may be the case, however, that math applications that focus on developing skills in manipulating fractions do not use certain instructional approaches, such as an open-ended/self-directed technique.

The national study should work with sources in the industry—such as the Software and Information Industry Association (SIIA)—to understand: (1) the important dimensions that distinguish applications, and (2) the most common combinations of these dimensions among the applications that currently exist. More information on the types of applications will be obtained through other commissioned papers currently being prepared by outside experts. Knowing which combinations are and are not common would be useful for the national study when deciding which types of applications to examine.
2. A Process for Selecting Technology Applications

Figure III.1 presents a process for selecting technology applications to include in the study. The process uses information from a Web-based submission process that is currently being developed by the design team. This submission process asks developers to provide...

**FIGURE III.1**

**PROCESS FOR SELECTING TECHNOLOGY PACKAGES**

**Step 1:** Reading and math packages from the submissions process

**Step 2:** Select packages that are usable by high-poverty schools

**Step 3:** Classify the resulting packages into categories of different types

**Step 4:** Type 1, Type 2, ..., Type n

**Step 5:** Select packages of the types of interest to the national study

**Step 6:**
- **Yes:** Have many packages within each type been shown to be effective or promising?
- **No:**

**Step 7:**
- Select a subset of packages (within each type) that previous research has found are effective or promising
- Select all packages (within each type) that previous research has found are effective or promising

---

Developers who will submit their technology applications for consideration will, in a sense, be applying for inclusion in the study. To avoid confusion when referring to technology “applications” and a developer “applying” for inclusion in the study, we will refer to technology applications as technology packages from this point forward.

---
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information about their technology packages, including: (1) demographics about students and schools using their technology, (2) prevalence rate, (3) intensity of the instruction provided, (4) implementation costs, and (5) documents that present evidence of the technology’s effectiveness in improving student academic achievement. The process for selecting technology packages presented in the figure also would use input from a panel of experts the national study should convene. This panel would be responsible for providing guidance in selecting both the types of technologies to study and the specific packages within each type. This section provides details of this process.

a. **Identifying the Universe of Eligible Technology Packages**

A useful starting point for selecting technology packages is a list of all the technology packages that meet the inclusion criteria for the national study. This would ensure that all eligible technology packages are considered.

The advisory panel made two recommendations about the technology packages that should be studied. First, the technology packages should be limited to those that have been designed to enhance reading and math skills, since such a focus is consistent with one of the main educational objectives. Second, the technology packages should be limited to those previous research has found effective, or those with promising approaches but for which evidence of effectiveness has not yet been produced.

Based on developers who submit their products, the submission process will generate a list of technology packages designed to enhance reading and math skills. Therefore, the list will already be limited only to reading and math packages (step 1 in the figure). For each technology package, the submission process will generate key pieces of information that can be used to further reduce the list. For example, the advisory panel recommended that the study should focus on the effect of technology in high-poverty schools. Information collected as part of the Web-based submission process can be used to determine the types of technology that high-poverty schools currently use and thus may be easier for high-poverty schools—which currently do not use technology but which are interested in doing so—to implement (step 2 in the figure).

The next step in the selection process uses information collected as part of the submission process to classify technology packages into different types (steps 3 and 4 in the figure). For example, each submission will indicate the grade levels that predominantly use the technology package, the intensity of the package, and the qualifications teachers should have in order to use the package. This information can be used to classify technologies into those used by different grade levels, those intended to be used different amounts of time, and those requiring different qualifications.

b. **Developing a Short List**

The design team recommends that a panel of experts in technology packages be convened to provide guidance for deciding which types of packages to study (step 5 in the figure). At least two issues should be considered when making this decision. First, the panel
may want to recommend studying the types of technology packages that fit within reasonable bounds of costs. Implementing some technology packages requires a significant amount of computer hardware and particular qualifications. While these packages may be effective in increasing student academic achievement, they may be too expensive or too difficult to implement in high-poverty schools that were recommended as the focus of the study.

Second, the panel may want to recommend studying technology packages that deliver a particular amount of instruction or deliver instruction in a particular way. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the advisory panel recommended that the study be designed to detect a moderate to large effect size. Compared to the effects of educational interventions studied previously, one that has a moderate effect size on academic achievement is a high standard of effectiveness. The panel that provides guidance in selecting the types of technology packages to study may want to select those types that appear to have been designed to have a large effect on academic achievement, or for which prior evidence suggests they have a large effect.

c. Further Investigating the Short List

The final step in the selection process is to choose the technology packages within each type that will be included in the national study. For some types of technology packages, this may be a straightforward task because the number of packages that have been shown to be effective may be small enough to include all of them in the study. For other types of technology packages, this task could be more difficult because there may be numerous packages that have been shown to be effective. In the latter case, the design team will continue to work with ED and the panel to develop criteria for selecting the specific packages within each type.

Whether the number of technology packages within each type is small or large, the national study will need to determine which packages within each type have been shown to be effective. Information collected as part of the submission process can be used for this purpose. Developers will be asked to provide evidence of their technology’s effectiveness in improving student academic achievement. The evidence can be used to identify technology packages that previous research has found are effective.

An important issue is whether the evidence about the effectiveness of a particular technology package is reliable. Few technology packages have been evaluated using rigorous methods. A review of recent evidence on the effectiveness of technology packages indicates that, out of the 195 studies that were identified, only 31 were based on experimental or quasi-experimental methods (Murphy et al. 2002). The other studies were based on other methods, such as a pre-post design.

The design team will develop a rubric that can be used to determine whether a particular piece of evidence is reliable. Essentially, the rubric will rate the degree to which a study provides causal evidence of the effect of a technology package. A study that is rated as providing strong causal evidence is one that has addressed all the issues that arise when
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comparing the outcomes of individuals who used a technology package with the counterfactual—that is, the outcomes individuals who used a technology package would have experienced had they not used the intervention.

Several issues will be addressed when developing the rubric:

- **Which aspects of a study are important to consider?** The aspects should include the type of design used for the evaluation, quality of the data, and whether the evidence is internally and externally valid.

- **How much weight should each aspect of a study receive?** Are all aspects of a study equally important? Or, are certain aspects of a study—such as the design—more important? This is an important issue because different weights are likely to result in different scores for the same study.

- **Should the rubric produce a single score for each study, or more than one score?** Two studies with the same score could be quite different along aspects of the studies (such as their evaluation designs) that are used to compute their scores.

Two rubrics are currently being developed that may be useful when developing a rubric for this study. One—part of the activities of the What Works Clearinghouse—is called the Study Design and Implementation Assessment Device (hereafter, WWC Study DIAD). The WWC Study DIAD is particularly useful because it focuses on research about the causal effects of educational interventions. A final version is scheduled for release in spring 2003 (Valentine and Cooper 2003).

A committee of Division 16 of the American Psychological Association also is developing a rubric that may be useful (hereafter, APA coding criteria). Like the WWC Study DIAD, the APA coding criteria also focus on research about the causal effects of educational interventions. Several articles about the APA coding criteria can be found in the December 2002 issues of the *School Psychology Quarterly*.

**B. Selecting Schools**

**1. Defining Eligible Schools**

The schools included in the study need to support both the design team’s recommendation to study well-implemented applications in a real-world setting, and policy goals such as improving student achievement in schools that receive Title I funds. The schools also need to support the study’s legislative mandate that calls for the use of experimental methods to estimate effects. The specific recommendations and the selection criteria that can be used to support them include:
Recommendation: **NCLB emphasizes improving academic achievement of students in Title I schools.**

Selection criterion: **Schools that serve a high proportion of students who are eligible for free/reduced-price lunch.** What constitutes a “high” proportion needs to be resolved. Setting the cut point too high may make it difficult to implement a technology in the poorest schools because those schools may not have the infrastructure to support it. Setting it too low would expand the number of eligible schools, but would also include more students who are not in poverty.

Recommendation: **Study the effect of technology use.**

Selection criterion: **Schools that have teachers with a demonstrated interest in using technology.** The extent to which a school will use a technology package depends, in part, on teacher interest in using educational technology. Conducting the study in schools with teachers that are interested in using technology is likely to produce the desired evidence. The study needs to identify ways to assess teacher interest in using a technology package.

**Have the infrastructure to support a technology package.** This may include having a particular number of computers of a particular speed, a high-speed Internet connection, reliable technical support, willingness to train teachers to use a technology package, and so on. If ED or a vendor will supply computers and train teachers to use a technology package, the candidate schools only need to have adequate space and furniture to house the computers, security for the computers, electrical capacity, the possibility of installing a high-speed internet connection, resources to pay for reliable technical support, and so on.

Recommendation: **Use experimental methods to estimate effects.**

Selection criterion: **Schools that have a sufficient number of classes at a particular grade level to support random assignment.** Randomly assigning classrooms requires that each school have more than one class at the grade level where the technology application will be implemented.

More schools are likely to meet these criteria than what is needed for the study. Therefore, the study will need to select a subset of eligible schools. The design team makes two recommendations for selecting the subset of schools, along with selection criteria that can be used to support them. One of the recommendations supports the study’s legislative mandate that calls for understanding the conditions and practices related to technology’s effectiveness; the other enhances the study’s generalizability:
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Recommendation: *Study the conditions and practices related to technology’s effectiveness.*

Selection criterion: *Select several schools for each combination of conditions and practices that will be studied.* As described in the previous chapter, understanding the importance of conditions and practices depends on having several schools for each of the condition and practice combinations that will be studied.

Recommendation: *Enhance the study’s generalizability.*

Selection criterion: *Select schools from different parts of the country.* The study’s external validity (its generalizability) will be enhanced by including schools from a wide geographic area.

2. **Identifying Candidate Schools**

Two approaches could be used to identify candidate schools. One approach merges public-use data about schools with information technology developers are likely to maintain. Public-use data, such as the Common Core of Data, could be used to winnow out the universe of schools and reduce it to those that meet certain study inclusion criteria, such as schools that receive Title I funds to serve students from low-income households. However, public-use data cannot be used to further winnow the list of schools along other inclusion criteria, such as those that do not currently use technology, because that information is not available.

One way to help ensure that the schools included in the study actually use technology is to limit the candidate schools to those that have expressed an interest in using it. Technology developers may have information that could help further winnow down the list. Specifically, technology developers may maintain lists of the schools interested in purchasing their products, perhaps from databases that track requests for brochures. This information could be used to further reduce the list of schools obtained from the public-use data. The national study should work with sources in the industry to determine whether developers could provide any information that is useful for selecting schools.

The second approach that can be used to identify candidate schools involves contacting organizations that work with education agencies. For example, the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) assists states in improving their educational systems. The CCSSO tries to complete this mission in a number of ways, such as by creating partnerships that support excellence and equity in education, providing professional development, supporting efforts designed to increase student achievement, and collecting useful education data. In the course of carrying out these tasks, CCSSO staff may come into contact with individuals at the state level who are aware of districts or schools interested in using technology.
Conversations with districts and schools would center on the requirements of random assignment and other aspects of participating in the study. It is likely that incentives will have to be offered to schools in order to get them to participate in the study. Among the possible incentives is the donation of technology packages and licenses to participating schools for the duration of the study, including the provision of whatever standard professional development and technical support a particular vendor typically provides its customers. Another possible incentive is the provision of hardware and related infrastructure components to schools that enable them to operate the chosen technology package. The presumption is that this would be in the form of a donation to a school for at least the period of time they are participating in the study. A final incentive is providing to schools specific findings of the study pertinent to their interests and needs.
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ESTIMATES OF INTRA-CLUSTER CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SCHOOLS AND CLASSROOMS

Evaluations of educational interventions are often based on clustered data. For example, interventions often are provided to students who attend the same schools. Data for this sample are clustered because students within each school tend to be similar to each other.

When calculating the statistical power of a clustered design, an important factor in the calculation is the portion of variation in an outcome—such as test scores—that can be attributed to the cluster (hereafter, the intra-cluster correlation coefficient). This factor plays an important role because, given a particular sample, the minimum effect size that can be detected increases as the correlation coefficient increases.

This appendix presents estimates of the correlation coefficient based on a sample of students that is similar in many ways to the sample that will be used for the educational technology evaluation. Estimates were computed assuming that random assignment will occur at two different levels: (1) school and (2) classroom.

THE INTRA-CLUSTER CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

Assume that $y_{ijk}$ represents the test score of student $k$ in classroom $j$ and school $i$, and can be written as:

$$y_{ijk} = \mu + \alpha_i + \gamma_j + \epsilon_{ijk}$$

where, $i=1,2,...,s$ (s equals the number of schools in the sample); $j=1,2,...,s_i$ ($s_i$ equals the number of classrooms in school $i$); and $k=1,2,...,n_{ij}$ ($n_{ij}$ equals the number of students in classroom $j$ and school $i$). Also assume that $\alpha_i$, $\gamma_j$, and $\epsilon_{ijk}$ are independent random variables with zero mean, and variance equal to $\sigma_{\alpha}^2$, $\sigma_{\gamma}^2$, and $\sigma_{\epsilon}^2$, respectively. This model assumes that the test score of student $k$ in classroom $j$ and school $i$ ($y_{ijk}$) equals the sum of four
components: (1) $\mu$ = the average test score of all students; (2) $\alpha_i$ = the difference in the average test score between all students, and students in school $i$; (3) $\gamma_j$ = the difference between all students in school $i$, and students in classroom $j$ and school $i$; and (4) $\epsilon_{ik}$ = the difference between all students in classroom $j$ and school $i$, and student $k$ in classroom $j$ and school $i$. Based on this model, the variance of $\gamma_{jk}$ equals $\sigma^2 + \sigma^2 + \sigma^2$. The intra-school and intra-classroom correlation coefficients equal $\sigma^2 / (\sigma^2 + \sigma^2 + \sigma^2)$ and $\sigma^2 / (\sigma^2 + \sigma^2 + \sigma^2)$, respectively.

**THE LONGITUDINAL EVALUATION OF SCHOOL CHANGE AND PERFORMANCE**

We estimated the correlation coefficient using data from the Longitudinal Evaluation of School Change and Performance (LESCP). The LESC P was designed to examine whether learning improved after 1994 among students in high-poverty schools—an objective of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, as amended in 1994. The LESC P design also paid particular attention to learning among those students with low levels of prior achievement.

The LESC P data contain 71 schools from 18 districts in 7 states. The sample of schools was not chosen to be nationally representative, but rather to include high- and low-poverty schools in states and districts that had enacted standards-based reform several years earlier. This criteria was used to select the schools because the provision of Title I enacted in 1994 encourages states, districts, and schools to pursue a standards-based approach for improving learning among students in high-poverty schools.

Data were collected during spring 1997, spring 1998, and spring 1999. Information was obtained from district administrators, school principals, teachers, and students. Table B.1 shows the students for whom data were collected during each of the three data collection years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 4</th>
<th>Grade 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Student learning during each of the data collection years was measured using two of the Stanford Achievement Tests, Ninth Edition (SAT-9), subject tests: (1) math and (2) reading.
In each of these two subjects, an open-ended and a closed-ended test was administered, for a total of four tests during each of the data collection years.\textsuperscript{14}

This data collection scheme makes it possible to examine math and reading achievement of three grade levels: (1) spring 1997 third graders; (2) the combined sample of spring 1997, spring 1998, and spring 1999 fourth graders; and (3) spring 1999 fifth graders. It also makes it possible to examine math and reading achievement growth of Spring 1997 third graders who remained in the sampled schools and progressed to the fourth and fifth grades—the shaded boxes in Table A.1. LeBlanc and Thomas (2002) provide more details about the LESC P design.\textsuperscript{15}

ESTIMATES OF THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BASED ON THE LESC P DATA

We estimated the intra-school and intra-classroom correlation coefficient based on the test-score/grade-level combinations available in the LESC P data—that is, separately for the math and reading scores, and separately for third, fourth, and fifth graders. We used the scores that students received on the closed-ended tests in both math and reading. When analyzing the math score, only students who have a valid value for that score were included in the analysis. The same inclusion criterion was used when analyzing the reading score.\textsuperscript{16}

The results indicate that the intra-school correlation coefficient equals about 0.12 when based on the LESC P third graders, and increases to about 0.15 and 0.18 when based on the LESC P fourth and fifth graders, respectively (Table B.2). These results are similar whether the calculation is based on the math or reading score.

An important issue is whether the correlation coefficient is smaller when achievement gains are analyzed, instead of achievement levels. Students within a particular school tend to have similar levels of achievement. However, achievement gains within a particular school may be more different across students, than achievement levels.

\textsuperscript{14}Students were tested using the level of the SAT-9 that is appropriate for their grade. In particular, third graders were administered the “Primary 3 Level” test, fourth graders were administered the “Intermediate 1 Level” test, and fifth graders were administered the “Intermediate 2 Level” test.


\textsuperscript{16}Students with a disability may be more likely to use an assistive technology, which the educational technology evaluation would not include. Therefore, students with an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) were deleted from the analysis. Students in 67 of the 71 LESC P schools met the same inclusion criterion. The actual number of students included in the analysis depends on the measure of achievement (math or reading), but always included at least 2,710 students.
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We examined this issue by analyzing achievement gains made by the LESCPR third graders as they progressed to the fourth grade, and as they progressed from the fourth to the fifth grade. When analyzing third-to-fourth grade achievement gains, only students who have a valid value for both scores were included in the analysis. The same inclusion criterion was used when analyzing fourth-to-fifth grade achievement gains.17

Table B.2
Intra-Cluster Correlation Coefficient
Cluster=School
(standard errors are in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade-Level</th>
<th>SAT-9 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Author’s calculations based on the LESCPR data.

Using the math score, the results indicate that the correlation coefficient based on achievement gains is similar to the one based on achievement levels; however, using the reading score, the correlation coefficient is smaller when based on gains, than when based on levels (Table B.3). In Table B.2, we saw that the correlation coefficient equals between 0.11 and 0.18 (depending on the grade level) when we analyze reading levels. When we analyze reading gains, the correlation coefficient equals between 0.7 and 0.8 (Table B.3).

Our results thus far assume that the point of random assignment will be at the school level. We also produced results that assume the point of random assignment will be at the classroom level. Tables B.4 and B.5 present those results when we analyzed achievement levels and achievement gains, respectively.18

17Students in 67 of the 71 LESCPR schools met the sample inclusion criteria. The actual number of students included in the analysis depends on the measure of achievement, but always included at least 1,721 students.

18The number of classrooms and students that met the sample inclusion criteria for the analysis of achievement levels depends on the grade level (third, fourth, or fifth) and measure of achievement (math or reading) analyzed, but always included at least 182 classrooms and 2,710 students. The number of classrooms and students that met the sample inclusion criteria for the analysis of achievement gains (which was limited to third graders) depends only on the measure of achievement (math or reading) analyzed, but always included at least 171 classrooms and 1,721 students.
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Table B.3  
Intra-Cluster Correlation Coefficient  
Cluster=School  
(standard errors are in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade-Level</th>
<th>SAT-9 Gain Score</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 4 Grade</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 5 Grade</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Author's calculations based on the LESCO data.

The intra-classroom correlation coefficient is smaller than the intra-school correlation coefficient—about 0.10 for the classroom level versus 0.12 to 0.18 for the school level. Like the school-level results, the intra-classroom correlation coefficient is smaller when we analyze achievement gains (about 0.04) instead of achievement levels, but only when based on the reading score.

Table B.4  
Intra-Cluster Correlation Coefficient  
Cluster=Classroom  
(standard errors are in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade-Level</th>
<th>SAT-9 Score</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Author’s calculations based on the LESCO data.
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Table B.5
Intra-Cluster Correlation Coefficient
Cluster=Classroom
(standard errors are in parentheses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SAT-9 Gain Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 4 Grade</td>
<td>0.08 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 5 Grade</td>
<td>0.09 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Author's calculations based on the LESCP data.